
MORE Vigo

MORE 
Connected
The ultimate mid-market wireless solution for modern hearing care
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People First
We believe that it takes more than technology and audiology to 

create the best hearing instruments. That’s why we put the 
individual needs and wishes of people with hearing loss fi rst 

in our development of new hearing care solutions.

 VIGO PRO CONNECT VIGO CONNECT

DecisionMaker2TM

Directionality Multi-Band Adaptive Adaptive
Noise Management TriState / Voicefi nder Modulation based
Dynamic Feedback Cancellation 2 (DFC 2) • •
Automatic Adaptation Manager • •
VC Learning • -

   

Fitting Options (Genie 2009.2)

Streamer and ConnectLine enabled • •
nEARcom Cordless enabled • •
NAL-NL1 and DSL v 5.0a m[i/o] • •
Fitting Bands 8 6
Identities 3 3
Memory • •

   

More

Bandwidth 8 kHz 8 kHz
Open Ear Acoustics • •
Front Focus • •
Wind Noise Protection • •
DAI and FM • •

ConnectLine TV

ConnectLine Phone

Chroma Beige
(90)

Steel Grey
(92)

Silver Grey
(91)

Chestnut Brown
(93)

Purple
(45)

Blue
(47)

Baby Blue
(42)

Red
(46)

Baby Pink
(43)

Silver
(44)

Oticon Streamer



 MORE Good Reasons
The  winning combination of sensational sound, high-end performance, wide range of styles and val-
ue for money has established Vigo as a fi rm favorite with fi tters and users throughout the world. Now, 
with added wireless functionality and superior user benefi ts, Vigo Connect off ers you and your cus-
tomers even more good reasons to choose Oticon as your preferred mid-market partner.

 MORE Modern Hearing Care
Through Vigo Connect’s wireless connectivity your patients can enjoy life with more satisfaction and 
ease. Vigo Connect goes beyond conventional hearing care and advanced hearing aids, taking your 
customers into a new world of wireless freedom and personal communication - placing your clients at 
the heart of modern everyday life with the most modern hearing care.
 

Vigo Connect, the ultimate mid-market wireless instrument for modern hearing care.

MORE Vigo Connected
 MORE Sensational Sound

Vigo Connects advanced RISE platform, 8 kHz of bandwidth and ultra fast signal 
processing delivers natural high-end sound quality and speech intelligibility in 
any situation.

 MORE Connected 
Vigo Connect’s wireless connectivity allows your clients to speak on the tele-
phone, watch fi lms and listen to music just like everyone else.

 MORE Simplicity 
Vigo Connect off ers segment leading automatics, and a remote control option 
with one-touch media switching.

 MORE Possibilities
Vigo Connect off ers more choice. Wireless Connectivity, full product range in-
cluding custom, RITE, 312 and 13 BTE styles, discreet power RITE and BTE and 
even 10 elegant colours. There is a Vigo for everyone.
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CUSTOM

CIC/MIC**

ITC*

ITE* Hook

BTE POWER
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Open Dome

Micro Mould

RITE
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Micro Mould Dome

Power Dome

RITE POWER
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Power Mould

Power Micro Mould

Power Dome
Power Micro Mould

Power Mould

Plus Dome

Hook

BTE 312
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Earmould Corda²

Hook

BTE 13
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Corda2 thin tube

Earmould Corda²

* Also available as a none-wireless style

** Not wireless

Corda2 thin tube
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Connected



The new Vigo Connect family is here to transform the life and listening experience of your customers. 
Even the best hearing instruments on their own cannot solve all of the challenges faced by users 
living an active and dynamic life. In combination with ConnectLine, users wearing Vigo Connect will 
be able to directly access the complete array of everyday communication and entertainment devices, 
without hassle or disturbing those around them.

The audio from phones, televisions, stereos, PC’s and MP3 players instantly becomes accessible 
and alive using the elegant and small Oticon Streamer and the rest of the Oticon ConnectLine sys-
tem. Your customers simply connect at the touch of a button and seamlessly switch from one device 
to another. They can savour the subtle nuances in music. Enjoy fi lm dialogue without sound delay 
and at a ‘family friendly’ volume. Hear the phone ring while watching TV, answer it on the spot – and 
then have an eff ortless, hands free conversation.

Combined with the ConnectLine system Vigo Connect ads a new dimension to modern hearing care 
in the mid-market.

Entertainment, Information & Communication

ConnectLine TV ConnectLine Phone Oticon Streamer

MORE
MORE Vigo

Once set up, ConnectLine TV, landline and mobile units 
communicate automatically with Vigo Connect instruments 

as soon as they are within range.

MORE 
Connected



Life  

Life is all around you and often moves at a frantic pace. So give your clients the 
chance to take part in every aspect of it. Even when it’s fast and dynamic - or a 
moment so special or intense  that it can’t be recreated. Connecting with the 
world is everything. 

MORE
MORE Vigo

The Oticon Streamer connects wirelessly via bluetooth to 
almost any mobile phone, giving users the freedom to 

communicate on the move.

MORE 
Connected



A clinical test, which compares watching TV with hearing 
aids alone or combined with ConnectLine, reveals an 

increase in speech intelligibility from 36% to 81%.
Improving TV Listening for Hearing Aid Users (2009)

By Lisa Maria Sjolander, AuD.

MORE 
Connected

Sensational SoundMORE

At the heart of Vigo Connect is the advanced, ultra fast RISE platform 

enabling incomparable sound quality and wireless connectivity taking 

hearing care and hearing systems to a new level.

 MORE Performance
Vigo Connect’s superior sound quality is based on superior technology. The combination of the ad-
vanced RISE platform, 8 kHz of bandwidth and ultra fast signal processing provides users with a rich 
and natural hearing experience with more high frequency speech cues that is best in class. Add to 
this the ability to directly, and wirelessly connect to the majority of communication and entertain-
ment devices allows your clients to live a modern life with less restrictions.

 MORE Intelligence
Powerful performance is nothing without control and that’s exactly what Vigo Connect’s Decision 
Maker 2 (DM2) delivers. DM2 seamlessly and constantly adjusts the settings of the advanced high-
end features to automatically ensure the optimum speech-in-noise performance, giving users confi -
dence and putting them back in control no matter how demanding the situation.

 MORE Natural
Natural, in control and confi dent is how your customers want to feel and that’s exactly what Vigo 
Connect is all about. The modern and ultra discreet RITE and RITE Power styles provide a smooth and 
natural hearing experience that increases comfort, speech intelligibility and fi ghts hearing fatigue. 
Connectivity keeps users in the ‘game’ and they can enjoy TV watching and phone conversations as 
naturally as people without a hearing loss - without the hassle of adjusting the volume and disturb-
ing those around them. This helps Vigo Connect users live a more relaxed, social life with more 
confi dence and feeling of security.



The Oticon Streamer also works as a remote control for 
Vigo Connect to adjust volume and switch programmes.

MORE 
Connected

 MORE Straightforward to Fit
The Genie software guides you through the precise fi tting process and includes simulations and vi-
sual explanations of features. Vigo Connect’s Automatic Adaptation Manager and Volume Control 
Learning makes patient adaptation faster and reduces the need for further fi ne tuning consultations. 
The fi nal result is less time spent on fi tting and follow-ups and more possibilities for you to focus on 
counseling and customer care.

 MORE Straightforward to Use
Vigo Connect and ConnectLine are made for each other both being specifi cally designed to be intui-
tive and easy to use. Automatically ensuring sound optimization and speech intelligibility as users 
move through changing environments. ConnectLine’s plug and play system connects with any paired 
device and switching between remote audio outputs only requires the push of a single button.

Customers no longer have to constantly and conspicuously tweak and adjust instruments – they 

can just enjoy life and their new hearing experience while Vigo Connect does the work for them.

SimplicityMORE 



 More Individual Choice 
Vigo Connect was created with the needs and wishes of real people in mind and that’s why there is so 
much to choose from. More high-end features, more sensational sound, more automatics, more vital 
power, more discreet styles – and a whole new way of connecting with modern everyday life.

 – Fitting range up to 110dB HL
 – The slim and elegant RITE style off ers exceptional comfort, discreetness and sound quality
 – The RITE Power style gives additional power to those users that need that little extra without
  compromising on discreetness and style
 – World’s smallest Power BTE on a 13 battery
 – A full range of custom instruments including ITE, ITC, MIC and CIC
 – Ultra slim traditional hook BTE’s in both a 312 and 13 style for up to 220 hours of battery life

The possibilities have never been greater or more individual – the ultimate combination of near-
invisible design, performance, ease, value for money and even 10 diff erent colours to choose from. 
There is a Vigo Connect for everyone.

Possibilities  MORE
MORE Vigo

Combining Vigo Connect and ConnectLine transforms the 
instruments into wireless headsets connecting users to TV, 
telephones, mobile phones, PC’s, MP3 players and other 

audio devices.

MORE 
Connected



Now even more of your clients have more

possibilities to enjoy the sounds they value.

MORE
MORE Vigo

Now

poss

MORE Vigo


